Chapter-5
Flexible manufacturing system
A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is a highly automated group technology
machine cell, consisting of a group of processing workstations (usually CNC
machine tools), interconnected by an automated material handling and storage
system, and controlled by a distributed computer system.
Or
FMS may be defined as a manufacturing system dealing with group of machining
stations (NC,CNC machine tools) and automated material handling system using
computer controlled machines.
The reason the FMS is called flexible is that it is capable of processing a variety of
different part styles simultaneously at the various workstations, and the mix of part
styles and quantities of production can be adjusted in response to changing demand
patterns.
The FMS is most suited for the mid-variety, mid-volume production range.

5.1 NEED FOR FMS
Flexibility is an important feature of modern manufacturing. FMS use technology
in such a way that it helps to achieve the optimum balance between flexibility and
production runs. So FMS should be implemented in manufacturing to avail the
benefits as follows:-

• Increased machine utilization:FMS achieve a higher average utilization than machines in a conventional batch
production machine shop. Reasons for this include:(1) 24 hr/day operation. (2)

automatic tool changing ar machine tools. (3) automatic pallet changing at
workstations. (4) queues of parts at stations, and (5) dynamic scheduling of
production that takes into account irregularities from normal operations.
•Fewer machines required:Because of higher machine utilization, fewer machines are required.
• Reduction in factory floor space required:FMS generally requires less floor area.
• Greater responsiveness to change:An FMS improves response capability to part design changes, introduction of new
part s, changes in production schedule and product mix, machine breakdowns, and
cutting tool failures.
• Reduced inventory requirements:Reduced inventory, due to the planning and programming precision .
• Lower manufacturing lead times:This means faster customer deliveries
• Reduced direct labor requirements and higher labor productivity.
Higher production rates and lower reliance on direct labor translate to greater
productivity per labor hour with an FMS
• Opportunity for unattended production.
The high level of automation in an FMS allows it to operate for extended periods
of time without human attention. In the most optimistic scenario, parts and tools
are loaded into the system at the end of the day shift, and the FMS continues to
operate throughout the night so that the finished parts can be unloaded the next
morning.

5.2 COMPONENTS OF FMS
The basic components of an FMS are: processing stations/workstations, material
handling and storage systems, computer control system, and the personnel that
manage and operate the system.

1. Processing stations/ work stations
The processing or assembly equipment used in an FMS depends on the type of
work accomplished by the system. So the types of workstations that may be
utilized in FMSs include: load/unload stations, machining stations, other industryspecific processing stations (such as sheet metal fabrication and forging), assembly
stations, and supporting stations.
 Load/Unload Stations.
 The load/unload station is the physical interface between the FMS and the rest
of the factory. Raw work-parts enter the system at this point, and finished
parts exit the system from here.
 Loading and unloading can be accomplished either manually or by automated
handling systems. Manual loading and unloading is prevalent in most FMSs
today.
 It should be designed to permit the safe movement of parts, and may be
supported by various mechanical devices (e.g. cranes, forklifts).
 The station should include a data entry unit and monitor for communication
between the operator and computer system, regarding parts to enter the
system, and parts to exit the system. In some FMSs, various pallet fixtures to
accommodate different pallet sizes may have to be put in place at load/unload
stations.

 Machining Stations
 The most common applications of FMSs arc machining operations.
 The workstations used in these systems are therefore predominantly CNC
machine tools. So most common is the CNC machining center as CNC
machining centers possess features that make them compatible with the FMS,
including automatic tool changing and tool storage, use of palletized workparts, CNC, and capacity for distributed numerical control (DNC).
 Machining centers can be ordered with automatic pallet changers that can be
readily interfaced with the FMS part handling system.
 Machining centers are generally used for non-rotational parts. For rotational
parts, turning centers are used; and for parts that are mostly rotational but
require multi-tooth rotational cutters (milling and drilling), mi11·turn
centers can be used.
 Other Processing Stations.
 The FMS concept has been applied to other processing operations in addition
to machining.
 One such application is sheet metal fabrication processes. The processing
workstations consist of press-working operations, such as punching, shearing,
and certain bending and forming processes. Also, flexible systems are being
developed to automate the forging process, which may be broken into specific
workstations in the system consist principally of a heating furnace, a forging
press, and a trimming station.
 Assembly.
 Some FMSs are designed to perform assembly operations.
 Flexible automated assembly systems are being developed to replace manual
labor in the assembly of products typically made in batches.

 The assembly operation usually consists of a number of workstations with
industrial robots that sequentially assemble components to the base part to
create the overall assembly.
 They can be programmed to perform tasks with variations in sequence and
motion pattern to accommodate the different product styles assembled in the
system.
 Other Stations and Equipment.
 It may consider inspection which can be incorporated into an FMS, cither by
including, an inspection operation at a processing workstation or by including
a station specifically designed for inspection. Inspection is important in
flexible assembly systems to ensure that components have been properly
added at the workstations.
 In addition to the above, other operations and functions are often
accomplished on an FMS. These include stations for cleaning parts and/or
pallet fixtures, central coolant delivery systems for the entire FMS, and
centralized chip removal systems often installed below floor level

2. Material Handling and Storage System
The second major component of an FMS is its material handling and storage
system.
 Functions of the Handling System.
The material handling and storage system in an FMS performs the fol1owing
functions:

 Allow Random, independent movement of work-parts between stations:This means that parts must be capable of moving from anyone machine in the
system to any other machine to provide various routing alternatives for the
different parts and to make machine substitutions when certain stations are
busy.

 Enables handling a variety of work-part configurations.:For prismatic parts, this is usually accomplished by using modular pallet
fixtures in the handling system. The fixture is located on the top face of the
pallet and is designed to accommodate different part configurations by means of
common components, quick change features, and other devices that permit a
rapid buildup of the fixture for a given part. The base of the pallet is designed
for the material handling system. For rotational parts, industrial robots are often
used to load and unload the turning machines and to move parts between
stations.

 Provides Temporary storage:The number of parts in the FMS will typically exceed the number of parts
actually being processed at any moment. Thus, each station has a small queue
of parts waiting to be processed which helps to increase machine utilization.

 Provides convenient access for loading and unloading work-parts:The handling system must include locations for load/unload stations.

 Creates compatibility with computer control:The handling system must be capable of being controlled directly by the
computer system to direct it to the various workstations, load/unload stations,
and storage areas

 Material Handling Equipment
The types of material handling systems used to transfer parts between stations in a
FMS include a variety of conventional material transport equipment, inline transfer
mechanisms, and industrial robots.
 The material handling function in an FMS is often shared between two systems:
(1) a primary handling system and (2) a secondary handling system.
 The primary handling system :It establishes the basic layout of the FMS and is responsible for moving workparts between stations in the system.
 The secondary handling system :It consists of transfer devices, automatic pallet changers and similar
mechanisms located at the workstations in the FMS.
 The function of the secondary handling system is to transfer work from
the primary system to the machine tool or other processing station and to
position the parts with sufficient accuracy and repeatability to perform
the processing or assembly operation.
 Other purposes served by the secondary handling system include:
(1) reorientation of the work-part if necessary to present the surface that
is to be processed and (2) buffer storage of parts to minimize work
change time and maximize station utilization.

 FMS Layout Configurations.
The material handling system establishes the FMS layout. Most layout
configurations FMSs can be divided into five categories: (1) inline layout,
(2) loop layout (3) ladder layout. (4) open field layout, and (5) robot-centered
cell.

Inline Layout,
The machines and handling system are arranged in a straight line. In Figure 1(a)
parts progress from one workstation to the next in a well-defined sequence with
work always moving in one direction and with no back-flow.
Routing flexibility can be increased by installing a linear transfer system with bidirectional flow, as shown in Figure 1(b). Here a secondary handling system is
provided at each workstation to separate most of the parts from the primary line.
Material handling equipment used: in-line transfer system; conveyor system; or
rail-guided vehicle system.

Fig:1(a) FMS inline layout one direction flow
Fig:1(b)linear transfer system with secondary parts handling system at each station to flow in two
direction
Key: load- parts loading station , unld- parts unloading station, mach- machining station, man- manual
station, aut- automated station

Loop layout:Workstations are organized in a loop that is served by a looped parts handling
system. In Figure 1(c) parts usually flow in one direction around the loop with the
capability to stop and be transferred to any station. Each station has secondary
handling equipment so that part can be brought-to and transferred-from the station
work head to the material handling loop. Load/unload stations are usually located
at one end of the loop. An alternative form is the rectangular layout shown in
Figure 1(d). This arrangement allows for the return of pallets to the starting
position in a straight line arrangement.

Fig:1(c)FMS loop layout , Fig:1(d)rectangular layout

Ladder layout
This consists of a loop with rungs upon which workstations are located. The rungs
increase the number of possible ways of getting from one machine to the next, and
obviates the need for a secondary material handling system. It reduces average
travel distance and minimizes congestion in the handling system, thereby reducing
transport time between stations (Figure 1(e))

Open field layout
It consists of multiple loops and ladders, and may include sidings also. This layout
is generally used to process a large family of parts, although the number of
different machine types may be limited, and parts are usually routed to different
workstations—depending on which one becomes available first. Figure1(f).
Robot-centered layout
This layout uses one or more robots as the material handling system ( Figure 1(g))

Fig 1(e) ladder layout

Fig: 1(f) open field layout

Fig 1(g) FMS robot centerd layout

3. Computer control system
To operate, the FMS uses a distributed computer system that is interfaced with all
workstations in the system, as well as with the material handling system and other
hardware components. It consists of a central computer and a series of microcomputers that control individual machines in the FMS. The central computer coordinates the activities of the components to achieve smooth operational control of
the system. The following control functions are as follows:
 Workstation control :In a fully automated FMS, the individual processing or assembly stations
generally operate under some form of computer control. For a machining
system, CNC is used to control the individual machine tools.
 Distribution of control instructions to workstations.
A central computer is required to handle the processing occurring at disparate
workstations; this involves processing of part programmes to individual
workstations, based upon an overall schedule held by the central computer



Production control— management of the mix and rate at which various
parts are launched into the system is important.
Input data required for production control includes daily desired production
rates, number of raw workparts available, work-in-progress etc.



Traffic control— this refers to the management of the primary handling
system that moves the parts between stations. is essential at the right time
and in the right condition.



Shuttle control— this control system is concrened with the management of
the secondary handling system , to ensure the correct delivery of the workpart
to the station’s workhead



Workpiece monitoring— The computer must monitor the status of each cart
or pallet in the primary and secondary handling systems, to ensure that we
know the location of every element in the system



Tool control— this is concerned with managing tool location (keeping track
of the different tools used at different workstations, which can be a
determinant on where a part can be processed), and tool life (keeping track on
how much usage the tool has gone through, so as to determine when it should
be replaced)



Performance monitoring and reporting—the computer must collected data
on the various operations on-going in the FMS and present performance
findings based on this
Diagnostics—the computer must be able to diagnose, to a high degree of
accuracy, where a problem may be occurring in the FMS.

